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Chapter 3021 

More than ninety Imperial Emperors propped up a world that extended for thousands of miles. It 

covered the sky and covered the sun as it pressed down on Wu Dao's true body!Even Die Yue had not 

been able to withstand such a ferocious attack.Nearly a hundred worlds enveloped Wu Dao's true body, 

leaving him no room to dodge."Alright!"Wu Dao's true body shouted softly, his eyes shining 

brightly.Around him, a world rose up, a universe!Six terrifying flames rose like huge fire dragons. They 

danced and circled in the universe, emitting a scorching heat that incinerated everything and smelted 

heaven and earth!Among them, the Dragon-Phoenix Flame, Red Lotus Karmic Fire, Tribulation Fire, 

Hellfire, and Netherworld Ghost Flame did not look much different from before.Only the Martial Soul 

Fire had undergone a strange change.Originally, the Martial Soul Fire was a purple flame.But now, the 

Martial Soul Fire had turned purplish-gold!All these years, he had tried to smelt the golden flame in the 

soul lamp in the Nether River. Due to the uniqueness of this flame, the Martial Soul Fire and the golden 

flame directly fused together.Wu Dao's true body did not control the seventh flame.However, the fusion 

of the Martial Soul Fire with the golden flame caused the power of the Martial Soul to increase greatly. 

The power of the Martial Soul Fire also rose to a terrifying level!Now, even without the Mask of Mo Luo, 

his Martial Soul was no longer a weakness!Rumble!Martial Soul Universe fought against more than 

ninety Imperial Emperor worlds, causing a loud explosion that shook heaven and earth!In the next 

moment, all the Imperial Emperors were shocked!More than ninety Imperial Emperor worlds were 

actually unable to suppress the universe that Wu Dao's true body had propped up.The raging flames in 

that expanse of the universe burned more and more fiercely instead. The glow of the flames illuminated 

the entire universe, causing a myriad of rays of multicolored light to dye the entire universe in an 

expanse of red!After all, peak Imperial Emperors were holding up perfect worlds and could still 

withstand the impact of the raging flames.Many ordinary Imperial Emperors' small worlds could not 

even withstand a wisp of Martial Soul Universe's flame!More than thirty peak Imperial Emperors stood 

in front and blocked more than half of Martial Soul Universe's damage. However, there were still some 

flames that flew out and sparks flew everywhere.Just a small spark would be a huge disaster if it landed 

in the small world of an ordinary Imperial Emperor! 

 

An ordinary Imperial Emperor couldn't dodge in time, and a spark fell from the small world.Whoosh!The 

small world was instantly burned red and collapsed. The flames engulfed the Imperial Emperor's body 

and burned it into ashes in the blink of an eye. Not even his bones were left!A flame landed on a 

peerless Imperial Emperor's Great World.The fire spread rapidly, and there was no way to stop it!The 

true form of the peerless Emperor Lord was a Redbone Horsemonkey. However, no matter how he 

channeled his bloodline or released his Bloodline phenomenon, he could not defend against the blazing 

flames!"Ah!"The Horse Monkey Emperor's entire body was burning with flames. He was burned into a 

huge fireball and let out a miserable cry.Inside this fireball, a dark green brilliance suddenly appeared. It 

was filled with strange energy fluctuations.However, this wisp of dark green light did not manage to 

escape. Together with the Horse Monkey Emperor, it was completely burned into ashes within a few 

breaths!More than ninety God Monarchs had joined forces to suppress Zhang Xuan with all their might. 

As soon as they came into contact with Zhang Xuan, the God Monarchs on Zhang Xuan's side fell one 

after another.In just a short while, more than ten Imperial Emperors had died and were burned to 

ashes!The thirty-odd peak Imperial Emperors were still relatively calm, but the remaining peerless 



Imperial Emperors and ordinary Imperial Emperors did not dare to stay any longer. In a panic, they 

retreated continuously, wanting to escape the burning range of Martial Tempering Universe.Not to 

mention them, even the few peak Imperial Emperors from the Celestial Tribute World wanted to 

retreat.If the Imperial Emperors of the Heavenly Courts were present, they would have turned around 

and fled long ago!If this continued, they would be burned to death on the spot before Araki Takeshi was 

exhausted!The faces of the peak Imperial Emperors were abnormally pale under the illumination of the 

flames. Their expressions were filled with fear.Whoosh!Imperial Emperor Xuan Can's eyes flickered with 

a dark light. He activated his Essence Spirit, and a terrifying aura emanated from his body. He pointed 

forward, and endless Milky Way descended from the nine heavens. It rumbled and caused countless 

waves!A forbidden art had descended!The Martial Arts Universe shook slightly. The six Inferno Divine 

Dragons were being watered by the water of the Milky Way and were indeed being 

suppressed.However, the flames of Martial Refining Universe did not show any signs of extinguishing! 

 

One had to know that Imperial Emperor Xuan Can wasn't the only forbidden art.Imperial Emperor Yan 

Luo's forbidden art had yet to dissipate!Two forbidden arts combined with more than thirty peak 

Imperial Emperors' perfect worlds were still unable to shake Martial Refining Universe!Seeing this, Die 

Yue's heart lightened.She knew that the young scholar from the small town had not only caught up to 

her, but had even surpassed her!Imperial Emperor Qing Yan and Imperial Emperor Bai Yu had already 

used their forbidden arts against Die Yue.They could not use them in a short period of time.Seeing that 

the situation was getting worse and worse, Imperial Emperor Qing Yan and Imperial Emperor Bai Yu 

looked at the twenty-eight Imperial Emperors and shouted, "What are you waiting for? Set up the 

formation!"The twenty-eight Imperial Emperors did not dare to hesitate.They did not join forces to set 

up the formation because the Four Directions Constellation Formation required them to continuously 

release their essence blood.This was a huge loss to their cultivation foundation.The longer the Four 

Directions Constellation Formation was in operation, the greater the damage to them.Therefore, unless 

they had no choice, they would not damage their foundation to set up the formation.Now that the four 

young masters were enraged and the situation was critical, the twenty-eight Imperial Emperors did not 

dare to hesitate. They either bit their tongues, cut their arms, or cut their chests …The seven eastern 

mansions — flood dragon, dragon, badger, rabbit, fox, tiger, and leopard — faintly showed the image of 

an azure dragon.The seven northern mansions — hou, ox, bat, rat, swallow, pig, and sable — faintly 

showed the image of a black tortoise.The seven western mansions — wolf, dog, pheasant, chicken, bird, 

monkey, and ape — faintly showed the image of a white tiger.The seven southern mansions — hou, 

sheep, deer, horse, deer, snake, and vermilion — faintly showed the image of a vermilion bird.The Four 

Directions Constellation Formation revealed their true forms. Their huge bodies flowed with essence 

blood as they occupied unique positions in the starry sky and set up the formation!The twenty-eight 

mansions not only required the bloodline of each Imperial Emperor, but they also required each 

Imperial Emperor to occupy a unique position.Only then could they set up the formation!Once the Four 

Directions Constellation Formation was formed, it was so powerful that even a hundred peak Imperial 

Emperors might not be able to shake it!The power it unleashed was comparable to four Forbidden 

Techniques! 

 

A single forbidden art could easily kill a peak Imperial Emperor.When the Four Directions Constellation 

Formation was formed, together with the two forbidden arts of Imperial Lord Xuan Can and Imperial 

Lord Yan Luo, it was equivalent to six forbidden arts being released!"Oh?"Wu Dao's expression 



changed.The Four Directions Constellation Formation rapidly condensed. He could clearly sense the 

huge impact on Martial Refining Universe. It was on the verge of collapsing!"They still have such a 

backup plan."Die Yue also sensed the danger and frowned.If she had known, Just Now, she would have 

risked her life to kill one of the twenty-eight Imperial Mansions! 

Chapter 3022 

The Four Directions Constellation Formation enveloped the area. The Emperor blood of the 28 

Constellation Emperors permeated the formation, emitting a shocking pressure!As soon as the 

formation descended, the six Fire Divine Dragons in Martial Universe were clearly suppressed. The 

flames on their bodies became smaller and smaller, even showing signs of extinguishing.Wu Dao's main 

body was calm. After sensing carefully, he nodded and said, "This formation is indeed something."Die 

Yue was worried, but when she heard Wu Dao's casual and relaxed tone, she couldn't help but turn and 

ask, "Is there a way to break it?""Under normal circumstances, this Four Directions Constellation 

Formation will indeed cause me a lot of trouble. But now …"Wu Dao's main body shook his head slightly. 

"There's a flaw in this formation."The two of them didn't bother concealing their voices at all. The 

surrounding Monarchs were able to hear their conversation clearly.Emperor Qing Yan and the others' 

expressions changed drastically!Back in the Celestial Tribute World, Emperor Qing Yan had mentioned 

that the Zhen Su Demon Thearch of the seven Southern Constellations' cultivation realm wasn't high 

enough and might become a weakness.They didn't expect Araki Takeshi to see through it 

immediately!"Protect Zhen Su!"Emperor Qing Yan made a prompt decision and roared.Emperor Qing 

Yan, Emperor Bai Yu, Emperor Xuan Can, and Emperor Yan Luo all knew the importance of the Four 

Directions Constellation Formation.Once this formation was broken, they would lose their greatest 

reliance.The four of them tacitly rushed toward the Zhen Su Demon Thearch at the same time, blocking 

him in front of them.The group of ordinary Imperial Emperors and peerless Imperial Emperors who had 

just escaped saw that the Heavenly Court's experts had suppressed the Martial Dao True Body again. 

Furthermore, they clearly had the upper hand. At this moment, they turned back and prepared to take 

the opportunity to attack.But just as they approached, they heard Emperor Qing Yan's roar.He said 

something about protecting Zhen Su. Then, Emperor Qing Yan and the others rushed to Zhen Su's side 

nervously.The Celestial Tribute World's Emperors were shocked by this scene. They also became 

nervous and hesitated whether to advance or retreat.Before they could react, the Martial Dao Body in 

the universe suddenly moved. He took a step forward and stomped his feet on the ground. Then, he 

opened his mouth and let out a loud roar!"Roar!"Among the roars, there were dragon roars, phoenix 

cries, crane cries, horse neighs, wolf howls, ape cries, tiger roars, dog barks ….The cries of billions of 

living beings intertwined and converged into a roar that resounded through the starry sky and shook the 

Nine Heavens! 

Now that Wu Dao's true body had stepped into the Immortal Emperor Realm, he once again unleashed 

the Myriad Spirit Voice. How powerful would it be?Among the twenty-eight Lunar Mansions, Imperial 

Lord Zhen Mansions had the weakest cultivation. He was only an ordinary Imperial Lord.Although 

Emperor Azure Flame and the other three were standing in front of him, they still couldn't withstand the 

impact of the Sound of All Spirits. Their bodies were shattered into pieces and their Essence Spirits were 

destroyed. They died on the spot!One of the twenty-eight Imperial Lords had been killed by Wu Dao's 

true body with a single roar!The other Imperial Emperors also trembled violently as they suffered an 

intense impact.Some of the Constellation Demon Thearchs started to bleed from their nostrils, ears, and 

mouths. Their expressions were ferocious as if they were ferocious ghosts!"Young Master, let's 



retreat!"Constellation Horn Demon Emperor shouted.Although only one Constellation Demon Thearch 

had died, the array had been shattered and the situation had reversed. If they continued to fight, the 

casualties would probably be even heavier.Emperor Azure Flame and the other three hesitated.If they 

retreated just like that, they would lose face!They had mobilized so many people to come to the Grand 

Wilderness. Not only had they failed to kill the Blood Butterfly, but they had also suffered heavy losses. 

How could they be willing to retreat after being defeated by Araki Takeshi?But the next moment, the 

four of them regretted it.Because they suddenly realized that even if they wanted to retreat, Araki 

Takeshi might not agree!Wu Dao's true body's counterattack had only just begun!After this roar, Wu 

Dao's true body activated his Essence Spirit and moved his Divine Will.Rumble!Around him, numerous 

thick and massive doors suddenly appeared. They carried with them boundless might and shattered the 

starry sky!Some of the doors were surrounded by demonic aura and Hellfire burned fiercely. Huge pitch-

black vortexes appeared around them as if they wanted to devour everything.Some of the doors were 

surrounded by ghostly shadows and were covered in frost.Some of the doors were filled with Yin 

Qi.Some of the doors were shrouded in yellow mist …Ten huge doors that emitted different auras 

enveloped the heads of the Imperial Emperors. They suppressed the galaxy and descended from the 

sky!A huge shadow descended and the temperature plummeted. In a trance, the Imperial Emperors felt 

as if they were in hell! 

Poof!Some of the Constellation Imperial Emperors could not dodge in time and were smashed by a huge 

door.Although their perfected worlds blocked the damage, they were still not spared.Not only were 

their perfected worlds shattered, but their Thearch bodies were also smashed into a bloody pulp. Their 

Essence Spirits were destroyed and they died on the spot!After the death of the Constellation Demon 

Thearch, it meant that the Four Constellation Grand Formation was broken.Now, Wu Dao's true body 

had used a Dao technique to descend ten huge doors. The Imperial Emperors present could not 

withstand it at all!These ten doors were a Dao technique that Wu Dao's true body comprehended in the 

Nether River with the help of the Nine Springs of Hell after entering the Thearch realm.Apart from the 

nine doors corresponding to the Nine Springs of Hell, there were exactly ten doors in Hell if the Gates of 

Hell were included!Each door contained a different Dao technique power. When fused with the Martial 

Universe, its power was astonishing.Even the Constellation Imperial Emperors could not withstand the 

impact of the Gates of Hell, let alone ordinary Imperial Emperors and peerless Imperial Emperors.Once 

they were smashed by the doors that descended, they would definitely die. There was no chance of 

survival.If they were hit by the doors, they would be smashed into pieces and explode into a bloody 

mist.Some Imperial Emperors were lucky enough to avoid the smashing doors. If they did not escape in 

time, they might be devoured by the doors and dragged into them!Poof! Poof! Poof!The ten doors of 

Hell descended. For a time, wails could be heard on the battlefield. Imperial blood splattered, dyeing 

thousands of miles of the galaxy!The Imperial Emperors fled in all directions, defeated...."This …"Some 

of the Imperial Emperors watching the battle at the end of the starry sky were shocked when they saw 

this scene.The Celestial Tribute World had been defeated.The mysterious faction behind the Celestial 

Tribute World had also been defeated.Moreover, it was a crushing defeat!More than a hundred Imperial 

Emperors and more than thirty peak Imperial Emperors were defeated by Araki Takeshi alone!The Four 

Constellation Formation, the Perfect World, and the Forbidden Technique were all crushed under the 

feet of Araki Takeshi!Even though they saw this scene with their own eyes, these Imperial Emperors still 

could not believe it. 

"The Celestial Tribute World was defeated?""Where did this Araki Takeshi come from?""He overturned 

the Celestial Tribute World with his own strength. Is the world really going to change …""Such combat 



strength is probably comparable to a Great Emperor!"In this life, the Imperial Emperors had never seen 

the means of a Great Emperor with their own eyes, so they did not know how strong a Great Emperor 

was.But thinking about it, it was only so-so, right?The Great Wasteland World had Araki Takeshi and Die 

Yue. Who in the three thousand worlds could fight against them! 

Chapter 3023 

The Starry Sky Battlefield was a complete mess.Not only were the Imperial Emperors of the Celestial 

Tribute World shocked, but even Imperial Emperor Qing Yan and Imperial Emperor Bai Yu turned and 

fled!Although Imperial Emperor Xuanshen and Imperial Emperor Yan Luo's forbidden techniques were 

powerful, they could not withstand the ten gates of hell.Following a series of loud bangs, the two 

forbidden techniques were shattered into nothingness!Imperial Emperor Xuanshen's forte was defense, 

but he was still vomiting blood.The tortoise shell on his back was stronger than any Imperial weapon. It 

was indeed indestructible and could remain intact under the suppression of the powerful 

gates.However, the Martial Dao True Body's attack directly smashed the tortoiseshell off his body!Even 

the tortoise shell was smashed off!Seeing Imperial Emperor Qing Yan and Imperial Emperor Bai Yu 

escape, Imperial Emperor Xuanshen also used a secret technique to escape. He threw away the heavy 

tortoise shell and turned to flee.If Imperial Emperor Xuanshen was already in such a state, Imperial 

Emperor Yan Luo was even worse.Fortunately, the remaining six Imperial Emperors of the seven 

southern constellations risked their lives to block for a moment, giving Imperial Emperor Yan Luo a 

chance to catch his breath.However, how could the six Imperial Emperors withstand the impact of the 

ten gates of hell?The ten doors pushed forward. In just a few breaths of time, the six Celestial Emperors 

of the south had all perished. None of them survived!They were either smashed to death, smashed to 

death, or devoured by the gates of hell …Seeing that the situation was set, Wu Dao's true self controlled 

the ten Gates of Hell with his Divine Sense. They tore through the sky and suppressed the fleeing 

Celestial Emperors.In the west, Imperial Emperor Bi Su revealed his true form, the Bi Fang Firebird. His 

body burned with flames as he turned into a streak of fire and fled into the distance.Unexpectedly, his 

vision turned black.A thick and powerful gate descended from the sky, shattering his perfect world and 

suppressing his body!"Ah!"Imperial Emperor Bi Su let out a sorrowful cry as he was smashed into two by 

the gates of hell. His Essence Soul could not escape and was devoured by the gates of hell. Blood 

splattered everywhere!In the west, Imperial Emperor Kui Su's body tensed up. His wolf claws stepped on 

the starlight as he fled for his life.Suddenly!He sensed a huge sense of danger, and all the fur on his body 

stood up. He hurriedly stopped in his tracks. 

 

Rumble!A huge door that was shrouded in Devil Qi and burning with pitch-black flames descended, 

smashing a foot in front of him!If he hadn't stopped in time, he would have been smashed into a pile of 

minced meat!But before he could catch his breath, the enormous door that was coiled with Devil Qi 

suddenly emitted an irresistible devouring force!The surrounding Demonic Qi revolved, forming a huge 

vortex. It was as if an ancient giant beast had opened its bloody mouth, wanting to devour all living 

beings.Emperor Kuisu propped up his perfect world, his eyes widened as he let out a low growl from the 

depths of his throat to resist with all his might.However, his perfect world was being burned by the black 

flames and corroded by the Demonic Qi. It could no longer hold on. A series of cracking sounds could be 

heard, and large cracks appeared. It was on the verge of collapsing!"Roar!"Emperor Kuisu roared. He 

was still struggling, unwilling to give up.At this moment, countless pale, withered hands reached out 

from the door and pulled Emperor Kui Su's body and limbs, pulling him into the abyss bit by bit!This was 



Hell's Gate!The pitch-black Demonic Qi was the Avici Demonic Qi.The pitch-black flames were the 

Hellfire!The countless pale ghostly hands were the last straw that broke Emperor Kui Su's back.Emperor 

Kui Su's mind and the perfect world that he propped up collapsed completely. With a series of howls, his 

massive body sank into the Hell's Gate bit by bit and disappeared.Be it Emperor Kui Su or Emperor Bi Su, 

the two of them had no idea why Wu Dao's true body would target them among the remaining 

Constellation Emperor Kui Su.Emperor Kui Su was the true form of the Nine-Tailed Fox. She was a 

natural beauty. Now that she was covered in injuries, she was even more pitiful.However, Wu Dao's true 

body did not have any pity for her. Without even looking at Emperor Kui Su, Hell's Gate descended and 

killed her mercilessly!Seeing this, the Nine-Tailed Emperor on the immortal ship outside the Astral 

Battlefield seemed to have thought of something.She turned around and looked at the tiger, the little 

fox and the other three who were watching and discussing excitedly in the cabin. She seemed to have 

realized something."This person is still thinking about his brothers at such a time."The Nine-Tailed 

Emperor murmured.…In the Astral Battlefield. 

 

Emperor Qing Yan, Emperor Bai Yu, and the others jointly released a mystic art and pointed at the sky.A 

huge crack suddenly appeared in the sky above the starry sky, emitting endless pressure. Colorful lights 

filled the air and there were even immortal sounds coming from within!Emperor Qing Yan, Emperor Bai 

Yu, and the other three sped towards that crack."Trying to escape?"Wu Dao's true body controlled the 

ten Hell's Gates to chase after the Constellation Emperor Lords. He held Die Yue's hand and with a single 

step, he crossed the endless galaxy and caught up to the four!In the Astral Battlefield, space was chaotic 

and broken. It was impossible to teleport.However, Wu Dao's true body's movement technique had 

already surpassed the Thearch realm and touched the level of Dao!Although it was not teleportation, it 

was better than teleportation. He arrived in an instant!Even the ends of the world were just inches away 

from his feet!The entrance to the Heavenly Courts was right in front of them. However, Emperor Qing 

Yan and the others suddenly felt their hearts palpitate, as if a disaster was about to befall them in the 

next moment!The four of them could not help but look back.With one look, the four of them were 

scared out of their wits, and their guts were torn apart.The purple-robed, silver-masked Araki Takeshi 

was holding the hand of the Blood Butterfly Demon Empress and following behind them. He was so 

close that they could touch him!The silver mask covered his face and they could not see anything. The 

four of them could only see a pair of eyes that were as deep as the sea and burned with two balls of 

purple flames that exuded a chilling intent!"Y-You …"Emperor Bai Yu panicked and wanted to shout. 

However, he was so scared that he could not say anything when he saw those eyes."Araki Takeshi, are 

you really going to kill us all?!"Emperor Xuan Can's heart skipped a beat and he hollered 

fiercely.Emperor Qing Yan grit his teeth as well. "Araki Takeshi, if you dare to kill us, you and her will die 

with us!"The four of them threatened while secretly condensing their spirit consciousnesses."Die!"All of 

a sudden!After communicating with their spirit consciousnesses, the four of them released their Essence 

Spirit secret skills at the same time towards Wu Dao's true body!The combined Essence Spirit secret 

skills of the four of them could kill almost all peak Imperial Lords. 

 

However, the four of them were not confident against Araki Takeshi.It would be best if their Essence 

Spirit secret skills could kill Araki Takeshi.Even if they could not kill him, they could injure him or delay 

him for a moment so that the four of them would have a chance to escape back to the Heavenly 

Courts!The four Essence Spirit secret skills tore through the air. Araki Takeshi did not seem to be able to 

defend in time and did not do anything.Suddenly, a glimmer of hope rose in the hearts of Emperor Qing 



Yan and the other three as their eyes shone.Araki Takeshi must have thought that victory was in his 

hands and was careless. That was why he did not notice it.Furthermore, they were too close to each 

other.Even if Araki Takeshi was prepared, he would not be able to defend in time. 

Chapter 3024 

Four Essence Spirit secret skills landed on Wu Dao's true body.However, to the disappointment of 

Emperor Lord Green Flame and the other three, Desolate Martial seemed to be unharmed and the 

flames in his eyes were still burning!Under the gazes of Emperor Qing Yan and the others, the silver 

mask seemed to have turned into a lake. After being struck by their Essence Spirit secret skills, it merely 

rippled a little before returning to normal.The power of the Essence Spirit secret skills was completely 

devoured by the water of the Styx River in the Mask of Mo Luo and vanished without a trace."This 

…"Emperor Qing Yan and the other three were disappointed at first, but then fear filled their faces!Not 

only was Araki Takeshi not dead, he was not affected at all. In that case … they might be the ones who 

died!Wu Dao's true body stared fixedly at Emperor Yan Luo with burning eyes. He condensed his Martial 

Soul and a purplish-gold flame suddenly surged from his glabella!The moment the flame appeared, an 

intense aura of death enveloped Emperor Yan Luo's head and her Essence Spirit felt an intense burning 

pain!In her consciousness, her Essence Spirit was originally burning with flames.However, when the 

purplish-gold flame of Wu Dao's true body appeared, the flames on her Essence Spirit were instantly 

suppressed and flickered, as though they could be extinguished at any moment!Emperor Yan Luo was 

truly flustered.She was different from Emperor Qing Yan, Emperor Bai Yu and Emperor Xuanshen.If she 

died here, no one would be able to save her at all. In fact, no one might even be able to avenge 

her!"Araki Takeshi!"Emperor Yan Luo said hurriedly, "If you let me off, I'll give you guys a chance to 

ascend to the Great Thousand World. I won't go back on my word!"Wu Dao's true body was unmoved 

and said indifferently with a cold expression, "I said that no one can save you today. You're dead 

meat.""Why?!"Emperor Yan Luo shrieked at the sight of the purplish-gold flame descending. "You're 

going to kill me just because I called her a b * tch?""Yes."Wu Dao's true body replied simply.He did not 

want to say anything else.If he had not arrived in time, Die Yue would have died.Between the two sides, 

it had long since become a life and death battle, and there was not the slightest room to maneuver!As 

soon as he finished speaking, the purple-gold flames entered Emperor Yan Luo's sea of consciousness. In 

the blink of an eye, her primordial spirit was burned to ashes! 

 

The Martial Soul Fire that had fused with the Soul Lamp's flame was too terrifying!Damage to the 

Primordial Spirit and soul could be said to be fatal!At this point in the battle, the Imperial Emperors from 

the Heavenly Court who had the word 'Yan' on their waist, including Imperial Emperor Yan Luo, had 

been completely annihilated. Not a single one was spared!At this moment, the roars of dragons, 

phoenixes, tigers, and ghosts could be heard coming from the cauldron.The Prison Suppressing Cauldron 

had obtained the bloodline of the four Sages and devoured the Natal Monarch Weapons of Monarch 

Azure Flame and the others. It had undergone a complete transformation!In the next moment, the 

sound of Sanskrit resounded throughout the world!The Cauldron of Zhenyu emitted rays after rays of 

blinding golden light that lit up the sky. In addition to the flames of war that were burning on the 

battlefield, it lit up the entire universe like it was daytime!The endless golden light vaguely formed a 

majestic Buddha above the firmaments that looked down on the universe.Below the Buddha, the 

purple-robed and silver-masked Wu Dao's true body stepped on the galaxy and was surrounded by the 

phantoms of the four sacred beasts, the Azure Dragon, White Tiger, Vermilion Bird, and Black Tortoise. 



His black hair danced in the wind and his eyes were deep. His aura was majestic, as though he was the 

only god in the world!It was an extremely shocking scene.The Imperial Emperors who were watching the 

battle at the end of the universe even had the urge to prostrate in worship!At this moment, the light on 

Wu Dao's true body covered billions of miles of the galaxy, causing the sun and moon to dim and the 

stars to dim!Looking at the man beside her, Die Yue seemed to have thought of something and smiled 

faintly.Back in Tianhuang Mainland, Su Zimo had left a sentence on the wall at the bottom of the Dragon 

Burial Valley.When the dust cleared, light shone through the mountains and rivers."This is the 

moment."Die Yue murmured softly.On the battlefield of the stars.Thearch Azure Flame, Thearch Bai Yu, 

Thearch Xuan Can and the other Imperial Emperors looked at that figure with deep fear in their eyes.The 

entrance to the Heavenly Courts was right before them.However, everyone felt as though it was far 

away in the horizon and they could never return! 

 

An incomparably powerful will that was dense and heavy pressed down on the heads of the three of 

them. No matter how they struggled, they could not break free!Wu Dao's true body stepped on the 

galaxy and threw the Hell Suppressing Cauldron forward.Boom!The Hell Suppressing Cauldron tore 

through the air with the four Saint Souls revolving around it. Dragon roars and Sanskrit chants 

intertwined and burst forth with an unstoppable aura that could destroy everything!Even if Thearch Bai 

Yu was in his peak condition, he might not be able to defend against that attack, let alone the fact that 

he was severely injured!Thearch Bai Yu's eyes widened in shock. He could only watch helplessly as the 

Hell Suppressing Cauldron charged over.All of a sudden!Wu Dao's true body seemed to have sensed 

something and his eyes flickered.After he returned from hell, even if he was besieged by almost 100 

Imperial Monarchs, his expression remained as calm as usual and composed as before.But just now, he 

saw a figure flash past.It was too fast.Even with his perception and vision, he couldn't see the full 

appearance of the man.However, he felt a sense of deja vu in his heart.Furthermore, Wu Dao's true 

body sensed an extremely dangerous aura from that figure!Bang!The Hell Suppressing Cauldron collided 

with something and stopped with a muffled sound.The Hell Suppressing Cauldron did not move at 

all!Even the four Saint Souls entered the walls of the cauldron again. The Sanskrit chants stopped 

abruptly!"Hmm?"Die Yue narrowed her eyes slightly.Just as the Hell Suppressing Cauldron was about to 

collide with Thearch Bai Yu, a figure suddenly appeared.That person stood in front of Thearch Bai Yu and 

extended his palm. With just one hand, he received the Hell Suppressing Cauldron that Wu Dao's true 

body had thrown out!That person raised his arm and pressed his palm against the Hell Suppressing 

Cauldron.The person and cauldron did not move at all.The Hell Suppressing Cauldron covered most of 

that person's body and even his appearance could not be seen. Only a pair of skinny legs could be seen 

below the Hell Suppressing Cauldron.Because of this delay, Thearch Bai Yu and the other two obtained a 

chance to catch their breaths.The powerful will that enveloped Thearch Bai Yu and the other two 

seemed to have dissipated after this person appeared. 

 

The three of them felt as though they had been pardoned and escaped from death. They did not even 

have time to see who saved them and turned to flee, rushing into the entrance of the Heavenly 

Courts.In the blink of an eye, they disappeared.Only then did that person move his arm slowly.The Hell 

Suppressing Cauldron shifted slightly and the first thing that was revealed was a skinny shoulder and 

snow-white eyebrows that drooped down from it!The pupils of Wu Dao's true body constricted slightly 

as though he recognized this person. He let go of Die Yue's palm instantly and moved to protect her 

behind him!Die Yue's heart skipped a beat.Even in the face of close to a hundred Imperial Emperors, Wu 



Dao's true body was always by her side. He was calm and suppressed the Emperors with just one 

hand.Now, Wu Dao's true body was so nervous facing this person that he wanted to protect her behind 

him!Who was this person? 

Chapter 3025 

 

That person slowly moved the Hell Suppressing Cauldron away and casually threw it beside his feet, 

revealing his true appearance!This person had a hunched back and looked haggard. Two white 

eyebrows hung on his shoulders as if he was about to die. He looked calmly at Wu Dao's true body.The 

tomb keeper!Back then, Wu Dao's true body met the tomb keeper on the Grand Tie Wei Mountain.After 

that, he, Yunzhu, and Mo Qing came out of the Avici Hell and were surrounded by the Eight Heavenly 

Kings of the Buddhist Sect. The tomb keeper was the one who saved them.However, Wu Dao's true 

body explored the depths of the Avici Hell. In that ancient city, the tomb keeper was also the one who 

pushed him down the dry well and into Hell!It could be said that all his experiences in Hell were caused 

by the tomb keeper!He had some guesses about the tomb keeper's identity.However, he never 

expected that the tomb keeper would appear at this moment and save Emperor Qing Yan and the other 

two!After stepping into the Thearch Realm, there were not many experts who could threaten Wu Dao's 

true body.The tomb keeper was one of them.And the methods that the tomb keeper displayed just now 

were perhaps even more terrifying than Wu Dao's true body imagined!Because of the tomb keeper's 

sudden appearance, Wu Dao's true body did not continue to chase after him.He did not know the tomb 

keeper's intentions, so he could only focus all his attention on the tomb keeper and be on guard.The 

remaining Celestial Tribute World and Heavenly Court's Emperors were able to escape and quickly 

disappeared at the end of the starry sky.Of course, both the Celestial Tribute World and Heavenly Court 

suffered heavy losses in this battle and returned in defeat!More than half of the dozens of Celestial 

Tribute World's Emperors died.Nearly half of Heavenly Court's 28 Lunar Mansions were also lost.And 

Emperor Yan Luo, who had the bloodline of a Sacred Beast, died!...The surrounding sky gradually 

darkened.A world silently enveloped the three of them, isolating them from the outside world.A few 

tombs appeared behind the tomb keeper.Among them, there was a tomb with a wordless 

tombstone.The tomb keeper exuded an extremely dangerous aura.However, Wu Dao's true body could 

not sense the tomb keeper's hostility towards him, so he did not attack rashly. 

 

"Should I call you Tomb Keeper or … Great Emperor Zang Tian?!"Wu Dao's eyes were deep as he stared 

at the tomb keeper's face and slowly asked. His words were shocking!Die Yue was shocked when she 

heard this.Wu Dao had mentioned the tomb keeper to her before.However, it had never crossed her 

mind that the tomb keeper had anything to do with Great Emperor Zangtian.The tomb keeper's 

expression was calm when he heard this. He didn't explain anything and seemed to have tacitly 

agreed.Wu Dao's true body said, "World Devastation Devil Monarch, Bo Xun, and Immortal Monarch 

Chen Mu were all from the Heaven Realm, and in this life, they all used the tombs of the monarchs to 

come back to life.""This means that all three Imperial Emperors know the Heaven Burial Scripture.""And 

you, just happened to be guarding the tomb in the Heaven Realm!"Wu Dao's original body had many 

speculations about who the tomb guard was guarding.It was only when he understood the meaning of 

Heaven Burial that he realized that the tomb keeper might be guarding his own tomb!And Great 

Emperor Zang Tian's tomb was in the Heaven Realm's Demon Domain!"Anything else?"The tomb keeper 

asked calmly.Wu Dao's original body continued, "In Tianhuang Mainland, where I'm from, there was 



once an incredible figure known as the Blood Fiend. He has cultivated a cloning technique called the 

Three Corpses Technique. ""The Three Corpse Technique was imparted to him by the weapon spirit of 

the Mara Mask on my face.""The reason why the weapon spirit knew the Three Corpse Technique was 

because his master was once Emperor Bo Xun.""Emperor Boxun cultivated the Buddha Body, the Six 

Desires Body, and the Seven Emotions Body. In a sense, the realm and intent of these three avatars 

completely exceeded Sanguine Fiend's Immortal, Buddhist, and Demon bodies."Wu Dao's original body 

observed the tomb keeper as he spoke.However, the tomb keeper's expression was as calm as an 

ancient well.Wu Dao's original body said, "It's just that Emperor Bo Xun's reputation was too fierce. He 

was once an expert among peak Imperial Emperors, so I never thought that he would be someone else's 

clone.""It wasn't until … the World Devastation Demon Emperor and Immortal Emperor Chen Mu used 

the tombs of Great Emperors to come back to life that I realized that they might be the real Three 

Corpse Techniques!" 

 

"To cultivate the Three Corpse Techniques to the level of peak Imperial Emperors and help them to 

come back to life with the Heaven Burial Scripture, I'm afraid only Great Emperor Zang Tian has the 

qualifications and means to do so."Wu Dao's original body heaved a sigh of relief after saying this.These 

speculations had been circling in his heart for many years, and he also wanted to get a definite 

answer.Even if his speculations were all correct, he still had some doubts in his heart.For example, who 

was Ancient Demon Bo Xun, who existed in the same era as the Buddha in the ancient legends? What 

was his relationship with Emperor Bo Xun in this era?For example, if all of this was done by Great 

Emperor Zang Tian, it meant that he had lived for several eras until this era!However, how was this 

possible?Even a Great Emperor's lifespan had a limit. Could it be that Great Emperor Zang Tian, who was 

the tomb keeper in front of him, was immortal?"You've guessed many things correctly."The tomb 

keeper finally spoke.However, the Tomb Keeper's next words caused the Martial Dao Body to freeze on 

the spot."However, you've guessed one thing wrong. I'm not Zang Tian."Wu Dao's original body 

suddenly fell silent.He believed that the tomb keeper would not lie, and there was no need for him to 

lie.With the tomb keeper's cultivation base, if he was really Great Emperor Zang Tian, it was not a big 

deal for him to admit it frankly.After a long silence, Wu Dao's original body asked slowly, "Who are 

you?"When the two of them first met, Wu Dao's original body had asked this question once.The other 

party had answered him with the words' tomb keeper '.Now that he asked again, Wu Dao's original body 

obviously did not want to know these three words.The tomb keeper seemed to be recalling something 

as his gaze turned blurry. After a long while, he snapped back to his senses and said calmly, "I can't 

remember my real name.""However, for many years, some people have called me … the Fiend 

Master."The Fiend Master!After all, Wu Dao's original body looked calm with the Mask of Mo Luo. 

However, his heart was in turmoil!Even Die Yue, who was standing behind him, felt her breathing 

become heavier when she heard this.Legend had it that the Fiend Master who had caused a catastrophe 

that swept through the three thousand realms in several eras was now standing before the two of them! 

 

Furthermore, Wu Dao's original body had interacted with him a few times!This white-browed old monk 

was skinny, hunchbacked, and lifeless. He did not have the demeanor of a Fiend Master at all.One had 

to know that the Fiend Master was the master of the A 'Shura. He ruled over countless brave and 

ferocious A' Shura tribes and was a powerful existence that fought against the Heavenly Courts!What 

sort of demonic might was that?!If the tomb keeper had not admitted it personally, Wu Dao's original 

body and Die Yue would never have thought that the legendary Fiend Master was this old monk who 



looked like he had one foot in the grave!Amidst his shock, Wu Dao's original body was filled with even 

more doubts.Wu Dao's original body took a deep breath and looked at the old monk before him. He was 

not in a hurry to ask as his mind gradually calmed down.Since the Fiend Master had chosen to appear, 

there should be an answer to his doubts. 

Chapter 3026 

The Fiend Master was way too mysterious and had too many mysteries about him. However, Wu Dao's 

true body was certain of one thing.The Fiend Master, or rather, the faction behind him, had been 

fighting against the Heavenly Courts for several eras!Now that the Fiend Master chose to appear and 

shroud him and Die Yue in this world without any enmity towards them, it was most likely that he was 

trying to rope them in.Since that was the case, the Fiend Master would definitely show enough sincerity 

to answer the doubts in Wu Dao's true body's heart.The Fiend Master, Buried Heaven, the Evil Emperor, 

the Six Paths, the Ghost Mother, the Heavenly Courts, the Ancient Emperors … there were way too 

many mysteries."What do you want to know?"The tomb keeper seemed to have seen through Wu Dao's 

true body's thoughts and took the initiative to ask.After pondering for a moment, Wu Dao's true body 

said slowly, "Everything about the Heavenly Courts!"The Heavenly Courts were the core of all the 

mysteries and catastrophes since ancient times!An imperceptible look of admiration flashed in the 

depths of the tomb keeper's eyes as he said faintly, "The Heavenly Courts were formed from the nine 

major factions of the Great Thousand World.""The Nine Heavens as the Courts that enslave all living 

beings. The Heavenly Courts are the Nine Heavens! "Nine Heavens!As though he had thought of 

something, Wu Dao's true body waved his sleeves and scattered many badges of the Heavenly Courts on 

the ground with different words.Yan, Cang, Hao, Xuan.Wu Dao's true body asked, "Behind these badges 

are actually four of the Nine Heavens?""That's right."The tomb keeper nodded. "In the middle is Jun 

Heaven, in the east is Cang Heaven, in the northeast is Min Heaven, in the north is Xuan Heaven, in the 

northwest is You Heaven, in the west is Hao Heaven, in the southwest is Zhu Heaven, in the south is Yan 

Heaven and in the southeast is Yang Heaven. Those are the Nine Heavens."Die Yue was enlightened.The 

'Cang' behind the Emperor Green Flame was actually Cang Heaven of the Nine Heavens!"The Nine 

Heavens as the Courts that enslave all living beings."Wu Dao's true body murmured softly.In the eyes of 

the experts like the Emperor Green Flame, they truly did not take the living beings of the Middle world 

seriously.This was a kind of contempt that ran deep in his bones.The tomb keeper said, "At this stage of 

your cultivation, you should have already guessed that the living beings of all races can ascend to the 

Great Thousand World after reaching the Emperor realm. 

 

"However, due to the existence of the Nine Heavens, the Middle World was separated from the Greater 

World, blocking the path of ascension for all living beings. This caused the Middle World to have no 

ascenders for countless years.""This is the reason why we've joined the Emperors of the Ancient 

Emperors of the Great Thousand Heavens."In the Great Wasteland Domain, the Martial Dao Body had 

once discussed the Dao with Die Yue and had indeed speculated in this regard... and many Heavens, 

World's, of course, it Heavenly Courts, a Heavenly Courts's...But in a dimensional realm, there was no 

such treasure.In other words, according to the rules of heaven and earth, once a living being stepped 

into the Emperor stage, they should head to an environment with Genesis Qi and Origin Stones to 

cultivate.The Heavens's the Heaven's......"Why?"The Martial Dao True Body was silent for a long time 

before asking in a deep voice, "With the Nine Heavens as their court and enslaving all living beings, what 

benefits does it bring them? Why does the Nine Heavens want to stop the ascension of the living beings 



of all races? "The tomb keeper said, "In the Three Thousand Worlds, all the cultivation resources, 

Heavenly Courts' Spiritual Qi, Heavenly Courts' Origin Qi, can be called the energy of the 

universe.""However, in the universe, this kind of energy isn't endless and inexhaustible.""The lifespan of 

mortals is only a hundred years. After death, their souls return to heaven and earth, their flesh and 

blood dissipate, and all the energy returns to nature. Some are absorbed and some are released, and it 

does not destroy the balance between heaven and earth.""And the existence of cultivators breaks this 

balance."Wu Dao seemed to understand something and murmured, "So, when the living beings of all 

races step into a certain realm on the path of cultivation and break free from the shackles of heaven and 

earth, they will always attract a Heavenly Tribulation.""The stronger the person transcending the 

tribulation, the stronger the Heavenly Tribulation. It is because the Heavenly Dao wants to destroy the 

person transcending the tribulation and let the power in his body return to heaven and earth to restore 

the balance.""But heaven and earth are heartless and will still leave a trace of life for the person 

transcending the tribulation."The tomb keeper nodded and continued, "The living beings of all races 

cultivate and reproduce. Whether it is the Immortal Dao or the Demon Dao, they have to constantly 

absorb the Spiritual Qi, Heavenly Courts' Origin Qi, and Heavenly Courts' Origin Qi to snatch cultivation 

resources." 

 

"The higher the cultivation, the longer the lifespan, and the more energy they can absorb. The longer 

the lifespan, the more it means that they are constantly absorbing and not releasing. ""In this way, the 

cultivation resources of heaven and earth will gradually dry up, and it is the same in the Great Thousand 

Worlds."Hearing this, Wu Dao's true body understood.The Nine Heavens as the to stop the ascension of 

the living beings of the Middle World was the greatest benefit to them, and it was that they could 

monopolize the cultivation resources of the Great Thousand Worlds!Therefore, the ancient emperors of 

the ancient era wanted to conquer the Nine Heavens, crush the Heavenly Courts, and kill a way to 

ascend to the Great Thousand Worlds!"Since you are the enemy of the Heavenly Courts, why did you 

save Emperor Qing Yan and the other two?"Wu Dao's true body frowned and asked.The tomb keeper 

sized up Wu Dao's true body, as if trying to see through his cultivation. After a long while, he shook his 

head and said, "Given your current battle strength, you shouldn't have much chance of winning against 

the emperors of the Nine Heavens.""It's fine if you killed some Constellation Emperors, but those young 

masters of the Sacred Beast Bloodline all have Dao imprints left behind by the emperors.""Once you kill 

any one of them, you will alert the emperors behind them!"Wu Dao's true body did not refute.His 

Yuanwu Grotto-Heaven had not cultivated into a world. In terms of battle strength, he could defeat all 

the experts below the emperors.But against a true emperor, he did not have much confidence."That's 

strange."Die Yue suddenly asked, "Emperor Yan Luo should be the young master of the Nine Heavens. 

When she died, why didn't you appear to stop her?""Her? Hehe! "The tomb keeper suddenly laughed 

and said, "Even if I killed her, the Emperor Yan Luo would not be able to sense it and would not help her 

take revenge.""Oh?"Wu Dao's true body and Die Yue revealed a trace of doubt as they waited for the 

tomb keeper's explanation.Suddenly, the tomb keeper changed the topic and looked at Wu Dao's true 

body. "You've been to the Avici Hell. You should have encountered something, right?"Wu Dao's true 

body recalled for a moment before nodding and saying, "In the process, there seemed to be two 

consciousnesses trapped inside."The tomb keeper said, "You should be able to guess that one of the 

consciousnesses is the Lord of Hell." 

 

Wu Dao's true body nodded.Be it the Middle World or Hell, there were rumors that the Lord of Hell was 



suppressed by the Emperor of Infinity back then.As a result, Hell was shattered, causing the world to be 

incomplete and the Great Dao to be incomplete.After the tomb keeper said this, he suddenly shut his 

mouth and did not say anything else.Wu Dao's true body was about to ask when a thought flashed 

through his mind. He could not help but be shocked when he thought of a possibility!Wu Dao's true 

body said slowly, "You mean to say that the other consciousness in the Avici Hell … is the Emperor Yan 

Luo of the Nine Heavens?" 

Chapter 3027 

 

The tomb keeper nodded.Wu Dao's true body and Die Yue exchanged glances. They could see the shock 

in each other's eyes.Back then, the Empyrean Emperor used his flesh and blood to transform into the 

Avici Hell. Together with the Hell Suppressing Cauldron, he actually suppressed two Emperors for an era 

until this era!One of them came from the Heavenly Court and the other from Hell!However, at the same 

time, an even greater doubt surged in their hearts.Since the Empyrean Emperor was so strong and could 

suppress two Emperors, why didn't he kill them completely?It was understandable that he conquered 

the Nine Heavens and suppressed the Flame Heaven Emperor.But why did he suppress the Lord of Hell 

at the same time?What happened back then?According to the Fiend Master, he had been working 

together with the Emperors of Old to fight against the Heavenly Court for several eras.Now that the 

Heavenly Court still existed, it meant that the heaven-defying war back then had all failed.Every 

Emperor of Old who conquered the Nine Heavens did not have a good ending and died in defeat. How 

could the Fiend Master live until this era?Just how powerful was the Heavenly Court?Wu Dao's true 

body said, "If I'm not wrong, the Lord of Hell should be on your side.""Yes."The tomb keeper nodded.Wu 

Dao's true body continued, "If that's the case, why did the Empyrean Emperor suppress the Emperor of 

the Heavenly Court and the Lord of Hell?"The Nine Heavens as the court, enslaving all living beings.Wu 

Dao's true body believed that the Empyrean Emperor would definitely choose to conquer the Nine 

Heavens and destroy the Heavenly Court if he knew the goal of the Nine Heavens!That was because the 

Heavenly Court should not exist."That monk …"At the mention of the Empyrean Emperor, the tomb 

keeper suddenly paused and revealed a look of reminiscence. After a while, he revealed a complicated 

smile.It was hard for Wu Dao's true body to say what emotions were mixed in that smile.However, he 

could vaguely sense that the tomb keeper might have a trace of admiration for the Empyrean 

Emperor.The tomb keeper said slowly, "He's a conflicted person.""After knowing the origin and goal of 

the Heavenly Court, he decided to join forces with us to conquer the Nine Heavens and break the rule of 

the Nine Heavens over the living beings of the Middle Worlds." 

 

"The Nine Heavens are independent but also interconnected, forming a Nine Heavens Formation. Unless 

we break the formation, there's no way to kill our way into the Nine Heavens. "Hearing this, Wu Dao's 

main body suddenly understood.If the Devil Master and the Evil Emperor wanted to conquer the Nine 

Heavens, the first step would be to descend upon the Middle World.And in order to prevent the Devil 

Masters and the rest from attacking the Nine Heavens Great Array, the Heavenly Court would definitely 

lead an army to descend!Wu Dao said, "In other words, once this war breaks out, the middle world will 

become the battlefield of the Heavenly Court and the Underworld!""Not bad."The tomb keeper 

nodded.It was precisely because of this that the three thousand worlds were swept into the war, and 

the living beings of the myriad races were unable to escape.It was because the three thousand worlds 

was the center of the battle, the final battlefield!The so-called calamity that swept through the three 



thousand realms was because of this battle."Actually, it's because of the Nine Heavens Great Array that 

the Heaven Earth Yuan Qi in the Three Thousand Worlds is so thin."The tomb keeper said, "The Genesis 

Qi of the Great Thousand World sinks and passes through the barrier between the Great Thousand 

World and the Middle Thousand World. Much of the energy is absorbed by the barrier, and what settles 

down is the Origin Qi of Heaven and Earth.""And most of the rich and pure Heaven Earth Yuan Qi is 

sealed by the Nine Heavens Great Array and controlled by the living beings of the Heavenly Court.""If 

not for this, the cultivation of the living beings of the myriad races here wouldn't be so difficult, and 

their cultivation speed would be much faster."Hearing this, Wu Dao's main body couldn't help but recall 

the time when Qinglian's main body had just ascended to the Middle World and descended upon the 

Dragon Abyss Planet.The Heaven Earth Yuan Qi on the Dragon Abyss Planet was thin.It was the same for 

most of the regions in the vast starry sky.Only some powerful realms relied on all kinds of natural 

treasures, immortal herbs, and trees to gather as much Heaven Earth Yuan Qi as possible."Every War of 

the Heavens is extremely tragic," the tomb keeper said."For several eras, the Heavenly Court has set up 

the Heaven Realm in the Middle World to monitor and patrol the three thousand worlds, and 

established the Nine Sinful Grounds to intimidate the living beings of the myriad races." 

 

"Even if some realms and races know of the evil of the Heavenly Court, they don't dare to resist. Some 

choose to be neutral, some follow us to conquer the Nine Heavens, but most of them will stand on the 

side of the Heavenly Court."Wu Dao's main body had a deep understanding of this point.For several 

eras, countless races and realms had chosen to conquer the Nine Heavens back then. After their defeat, 

they were annihilated in the long river of time, and their bloodlines were cut off.After the Dark Emperor 

was defeated, the entire Dark World completely disappeared.Under such circumstances, how many 

realms dared to resist the Heavenly Court?Moreover, there was the years of intimidation and subtle 

influence of the Heaven Realm.Every time the War of the Heavens ended, the Devil Master's side would 

be defeated, and the Heavenly Court would win. The truth of the War of the Heavens would be buried 

and erased.As time passed, in the hearts of the myriad races, the evil demons were the main culprits 

behind the catastrophe.Killing the evil demons was a matter of course!The Heaven Realm even set up 

the Evil Demon Battlefield, encouraging the geniuses of the myriad races to enter and kill the evil 

demons in exchange for treasures.Sword cultivators like the Eight Peak Masters of the Sword World 

were righteous and straightforward, but when they heard about the evil demons and sinful spirits, they 

would still be filled with killing intent.Even the Iron Crown Elder of the Sword World, who knew that the 

sword cultivators of the Nine Great Sins were not evil, did not dare to tell the people of the Sword World 

about this matter.In the current three thousand realms, other than a few Imperial Emperor 

powerhouses, no one knew about the existence of the Heavenly Court!Even he and Die Yue had just 

found out that the Heavenly Court not only blocked the path of ascension for the myriad races, but also 

sealed off a large amount of Heaven Earth Essence Qi!The tomb keeper continued, "Most realms stood 

on the side of the Heavenly Court. Under the instigation of the Heaven Realm, they would definitely 

fight with us."In the era of the Avici, the Lord of Hell's hell army was blinded by bloodlust. The flames of 

war burned some neutral realms and races, causing the deaths of countless innocent beings …"At this 

point, the tomb keeper paused for a moment before continuing, "Avici took action."The tomb keeper 

did not say much about this battle, only a few words.However, Wu Dao's main body could still imagine 

the grief and indignation of the Avici Emperor as he watched countless innocent beings struggle in the 

flames of war, running, crying for help, and dying! 

 



"When the Avici took action to suppress the Lord of Hell, those from the Heavenly Court were rather 

surprised and excited. They thought that the Avici Emperor had suddenly switched sides and joined their 

side."The tomb keeper continued, "But soon after, the Avici Emperor took action again, severely injuring 

Yan Tian. He killed the four Imperial Emperor powerhouses of the Firmament, Yan Tian, White Tian, and 

Black Tian Tian, taking their bloodlines and souls to refine the Hell Suppressing Cauldron!""After that, he 

refined himself, using his flesh and blood to transform into the Avici Hell, suppressing the Lord of Hell 

and Yan Tian within. The Hell Suppressing Cauldron descended, completely sealing the Lord of Hell and 

Yan Tian … until today."From the beginning to the end, Die Yue had been quietly listening to the tomb 

keeper's recount of the past, not saying a word.Only now did she suddenly speak, "The Avici Emperor 

was not a conflicted person.""Oh?"The tomb keeper raised his eyebrows slightly.Die Yue said, "The Avici 

Emperor took action to suppress the Lord of Hell because he could not bear to see so many innocent 

beings being implicated in the flames of war.""He took action to suppress Yan Tian Emperor because he 

wanted to break through the Nine Heavens and fight for a chance for the myriad races of the Middle 

Thousand Realms to ascend.""The Avici Emperor took action twice because of the mercy in his heart." 

Chapter 3028 

The tomb keeper smiled disapprovingly and did not argue with Die Yue.In his opinion, conquering the 

Nine Heavens meant that countless lives would be sacrificed.All living beings were enslaved by the 

Heavenly Court. Who among them was innocent?Although Seamless suppressed Yan Tian, he also 

sacrificed himself and suppressed the Lord of Hell. That War of the Heavens also ended in failure.Wasn't 

all of this going against their original intentions?Wu Dao's main body pondered for a moment and asked, 

"Since the Seamless Emperor suppressed Yan Tian and the Lord of Hell, why didn't he kill them? Why did 

he only trap them in the Avici Hell?"The Seamless Emperor was indeed compassionate.However, Wu 

Dao's main body believed that the Seamless Emperor wasn't inflexible.Whether it was the Lord of Hell's 

massacre or the sins of the Nine Heavens, the Seamless Emperor couldn't tolerate them.Since that was 

the case, why did he leave the two Emperors with a chance to live?More importantly, countless years 

had passed since the Seamless Era. The Lord of Hell and Yan Tian were only left with a wisp of 

consciousness.Even if their bodies and souls were intact, could their lifespans last until this era?At the 

mention of this, the tomb keeper's eyes flashed with admiration. "The reason for this is because the 

Seamless Emperor realized that with his strength, he couldn't kill Yan Tian and the Lord of 

Hell.""Oh?"Wu Dao's main body frowned slightly.With the Seamless Emperor's strength, he couldn't kill 

Yan Tian and the Lord of Hell?The three of them were Emperors. If the Seamless Emperor could defeat 

Yan Tian and the Lord of Hell, why couldn't he kill the two of them?What was so special about Yan Tian 

and the Lord of Hell?The tomb keeper's face showed the vicissitudes of life. He said faintly, "The few of 

us and the nine from the Heavenly Court can all be considered to have endless lifespans. We can live 

forever …"Eternal lifespans!Wu Dao's main body's heart trembled.Were there really eternal lifespans in 

the three thousand worlds?Wu Dao's main body said indifferently, "Endless lifespans don't necessarily 

mean eternal lifespans."Endless lifespans were only normal circumstances.If he met a stronger expert 

and killed them, he wouldn't have eternal lifespans. He would just live forever.Immortality meant 

immortality and indestructibility! 

 

The tomb keeper understood the meaning of Wu Dao's words. He smiled and said, "Your realm is not 

high enough, so you can't understand. If you want to kill us completely, unless …"At this point, the tomb 

keeper suddenly paused. He changed the topic and continued, "In short, in the medium-class realm, we 



can live forever.""Even if we fail to conquer the heavens and get our souls scattered, we will still return 

in the next era."Wu Dao narrowed his eyes and thought of a possibility.Hell!If his guess was correct, the 

Lord of the Underworld should be on the same side as the Devil Lord.The Lord of the Underworld was in 

charge of the Six Paths of Reincarnation. If the Devil Lord and Evil Emperor were to perish, their souls 

would enter the cycle of reincarnation. With the help of the Lord of the Underworld, they might be able 

to reincarnate with their memories.No!Soon, Wu Dao's main body overturned this possibility.In the 

Devil Lord's words, he had revealed that there were a total of nine Great Emperors in the Heavenly 

Court. Like them, they were all immortal existences.If that was the case, it would be easy to explain the 

Devil Lord's side. However, the Great Emperors in the Heavenly Court were like fire and water with the 

Devil Lord. How could they live forever?"How long do the Great Emperors live?"Wu Dao's main body 

asked."One hundred million years."The tomb keeper said a shocking number.An Emperor's lifespan was 

ten million years. When he became a Great Emperor, his lifespan could reach one hundred million 

years!It was almost a qualitative leap!No wonder there was such a huge gap between the combat power 

of a Great Emperor and a Great Emperor. Great Emperors should exist in the Greater World.Although 

the Great Emperors lived for one hundred million years, because of the War of the Heavens, almost all 

the Great Emperors recorded in history books didn't have a good ending."Why do the Great Emperors 

live for one hundred million years, but you have endless lifespans and can live forever?"Wu Dao's main 

body asked.The tomb keeper said indifferently, "The opportunity to live forever is in the Greater World. 

If you can ascend to the Greater World, you will naturally have a chance to understand the 

reason.""With your current cultivation, even if I explain it to you, you won't be able to understand."Wu 

Dao's main body was deep in thought. 

 

The tomb keeper was obviously holding back some words. Even if Wu Dao's main body asked, he wasn't 

willing to say it.However, from what he said just now, the tomb keeper revealed a lot of information!The 

tomb keeper had once said that the Heavenly Court was formed by nine major forces in the Greater 

World.This also meant that the nine Great Emperors of the Heavenly Court should also be from the 

Greater World.The reason why the nine Great Emperors could live forever was more likely because their 

cultivation realm was higher than that of a Great Emperor!The Demon Lord and the others were the 

same.Perhaps because of some special reason, the nine Great Emperors and the Demon Lord of the 

Heavenly Court were able to descend from the Greater World.However, in the Middle World, due to the 

restrictions of the laws of heaven and earth, the combat power of these people would also be reduced. 

They could only use the strength of a Great Emperor."In this life, there shouldn't be any Great Emperors 

in Yan Tian, right?"Wu Dao's main body suddenly asked."That's right."The tomb keeper nodded and 

looked at Wu Dao's main body with a trace of admiration.Wu Dao's main body had once thought of 

something.The Infernal Court had long been broken in the Endless Era. Why had it not been repaired 

after so many years?Even in the Infernal Court, wanting to step into the Great Emperor Realm had 

become as difficult as ascending to the heavens.Not to mention becoming a Great Emperor.At this 

moment, he finally understood.The Infernal Court was the Path of Hell, and it was also the Great Path 

that the Lord of Hell cultivated.The Lord of Hell was heavily injured and was suppressed in the Avici Hell 

by the Endless Emperor. Naturally, the Infernal Court could not be repaired by itself.Even if the Infernal 

Court could be repaired, no Great Emperor would be born in the Infernal Court.Because the Lord of Hell 

was not dead.This meant that his Great Path imprint was still in the Infernal Court!As long as the Great 

Path imprint was not destroyed, other living beings in this world would not be able to become a Great 

Emperor!The situation in Yan Tian was the same.The nine Great Emperors of the Heavenly Court 



corresponded to the Nine Heavens.Every Heaven corresponded to a different Great Path imprint. 

 

The Yan Tian Emperor had been suppressed in the Avici Hell by the Endless Emperor. Although he had 

been trapped for more than an era, he had not died.This meant that the Great Path imprint in Yan Tian 

had not disappeared.However, Yan Tian was one of the Nine Heavens after all. It controlled endless pure 

Heaven Earth Yuan Qi and had countless treasures. Its situation was much better than the Infernal 

Court.Therefore, there would still be Great Emperors in Yan Tian.However, the Great Path imprint of the 

Yan Tian Emperor was still there. This meant that no other Great Emperors would be born in Yan 

Tian!When the Endless Emperor chose to trap the Yan Tian Emperor in the Avici Hell, it was equivalent 

to crippling a Great Emperor in the Heavenly Court!As long as the Yan Tian Emperor was alive, no one in 

Yan Tian would be able to become a Great Emperor.In this era, the Heavenly Court only had eight Great 

Emperors!No wonder the Yan Luo Emperor was so agitated and angry when he saw the Hell Suppressing 

Cauldron.Wu Dao's heart skipped a beat. He seemed to have thought of something.Perhaps there was 

another reason why the Seamless Emperor had chosen to imprison the Flame Heaven Emperor in the 

Avici Hell. 

Chapter 3029 

Wu Dao's main body asked, "More than an epoch has passed. Have the remaining eight not thought of 

saving Yan Tian Emperor?""It's not that easy to save him."The tomb keeper said, "Moreover, Yan Tian is 

not dead at all. He's just suffering in the Avici Hell.""More than an epoch may be a long time to you 

guys, but it's nothing to someone like Yan Tian.""Moreover, those eight still have to guard the Heavenly 

Court and protect the Nine Heavens Great Formation. They won't leave easily."Wu Dao's main body 

thought and understood the reason.The Demon Master's side was always thinking of killing his way to 

the Nine Heavens. If the eight Emperors of the Heavenly Court left the Heavenly Court and headed to 

the Avici Hell, the Demon Master and the others would take advantage of the situation.The Demon 

Master's four paths could resist the Nine Heavens for several epochs. Even if they were defeated, they 

could still make a comeback.Moreover, in the depths of the four paths, there was an underworld that 

controlled the six paths of reincarnation and an extremely mysterious underworld river.Perhaps, this 

was what the Heavenly Court was wary of.The tomb keeper continued, "In the last epoch, the eight 

Emperors of the Heavenly Court did have such thoughts. They wanted to save Yan Tian. However, they 

were worried that they would be trapped and did not do it personally. Instead, they sent someone else 

to the Avici Hell. "Someone else?The Avici Hell was known as the Void of Time and Space. Even 

Emperors could not escape from it.Apart from Emperors, who was qualified to enter the Avici Hell?A 

thought suddenly flashed through the Martial Dao Body's mind. He recalled a legend that the Heavenly 

Wolf had mentioned to him!Back then, the two of them wanted to go to the Avici Hell.The Sky Wolf was 

extremely fearful of the Avici Hell and said that the Longevity Emperor had once come to the Heaven 

Realm. He stopped in front of the Avici Hell for a long time but did not enter in the end."The person 

you're talking about is the Longevity Emperor?"Wu Dao's main body asked."That's right."The tomb 

keeper seemed to be disdainful and contemptuous when talking about the Longevity Emperor. It was a 

completely different feeling from when he talked about the Avici Emperor.The tomb keeper said, "The 

Longevity Emperor cherished his life too much. He wanted to live forever but in the end, he only lived 

for 20 million years." 

 

Wu Dao's main body was stunned.It turned out that the Longevity Monarch didn't die because his 



lifespan ran out, but because he didn't have a good ending!Wu Dao frowned and asked, "In the previous 

era, the Longevity Monarch didn't help you guys conquer the Nine Heavens, so you guys killed 

him?""Hey!"The tomb keeper chuckled: "You're only half right.""Chang Sheng cherishes his life. Before 

him, several Great Emperors of the Middle Worlds were all defeated and killed. Therefore, even though 

he knew how evil the Heavenly Court was, he didn't dare to make an enemy out of them. Instead, he 

chose to join the Heavenly Court, hoping for a chance to ascend to the Greater Worlds and obtain 

eternal life.""However, he was too naive and underestimated the methods of those from the Heavenly 

Court.""In their eyes, let alone the living beings of the Middle World, even the living beings of the 

Greater World are just ants.""Chang Sheng thought that he could be rewarded by the Heavenly Court by 

lowering himself and begging for mercy with his identity as a Great Emperor. However, in the eyes of 

those people, he was at most a dog!"Wu Dao was silent.The tomb keeper had just said that the nine 

Great Emperors of the Heavenly Court all came from the Greater Worlds and were above the Great 

Emperor Realm.However, he didn't say how much higher they were than the Great Emperors.What 

were the nine Great Emperors' identities in the Greater Worlds? Was the Longevity Monarch just a 

begging dog in their eyes?The tomb keeper continued: "Chang Sheng didn't get the chance to ascend to 

the Greater Worlds, but the Heavenly Court didn't let him stay idle. Instead, they sent him to the Avici 

Hell to save Yan Tian.""Chang Sheng came to the Avici Hell and stayed there for three years. In the end, 

he didn't go down.""Maybe it was because of fear, or maybe he thought it through. Even if he saved Yan 

Tian, the Heavenly Court wouldn't let him ascend to the Greater Worlds.""Hehehehe …"The tomb 

keeper suddenly laughed. There was a hint of coldness in his laughter, which made one's hair stand on 

end!"I don't know if he was too stupid or if he thought that those from the Heavenly Court were too 

kind. He didn't complete the task given by the Heavenly Court and still dared to return to  …"Wu Dao 

suddenly thought of a possibility. Although he didn't want to believe it, he still asked with difficulty: "He 

was killed by the Heavenly Court's Great Emperors?" 

 

The tomb keeper said faintly: "He went against the will of the Heavenly Court, which is a serious 

crime. For many years, he didn't get the chance to ascend, so he must be angry. In order to prevent the 

Longevity Monarch from joining forces with us, do you think those from the Heavenly Court would let 

him live? "Chang Sheng Monarch's fate wasn't pitiful at all. He had brought this upon himself.Compared 

to the Infernal Monarch, the Luotian Monarch, and the other Great Emperors who went to conquer the 

Nine Heavens and died in battle, the Longevity Monarch's death was too humiliating.However, Wu Dao's 

heart was still heavy when he heard this, and he sighed softly.Because the Nine Heavens were the 

Heavenly Court, blocking the path of ascension, and without the environment and cultivation resources 

of the Greater Worlds, it was extremely difficult for a Great Emperor to be born in a Middle 

World.During this period, who knew how many years had passed, how many geniuses had been 

eliminated, and how many life-and-death situations had occurred.After the Longevity Monarch, who 

knew how many top experts had appeared.For example, Monarch Bo Xun, the Celestial Slaying Sword 

Emperor, and so on.However, in this era, there were also peak Monarch experts in the various Super 

Worlds, and even peerless geniuses like Die Yue. However, until today, no one had been able to prove 

their Dao as a Great Emperor!However, so what if they had proven their Dao as a Great Emperor?In the 

eyes of those from the Heavenly Court, their lives were still worthless.The Longevity Monarch didn't 

choose to go against the Heavenly Court. Perhaps it was because he was afraid of his life, or perhaps it 

was because he wanted to prove his Dao of Longevity.Longevity, Longevity, he had spent his entire life 

just to seek immortality.The Longevity Monarch was even willing to put down his dignity and 



compromise, but in the end, he didn't even get the chance to live forever."The Longevity Monarch had 

some tricks up his sleeve. In the end, he escaped from the Heavenly Court and returned to the Middle 

World."The tomb keeper continued, "However, when he returned, he was already on the verge of 

death. Not long after, he died."After hearing about the Longevity Monarch's past, Wu Dao and Die Yue 

both sighed.The Longevity Monarch had risked his life to return to the Middle World and chose to return 

to his roots.Wu Dao believed that at the last moment, the Longevity Monarch's heart was filled with 

regret.He regretted putting down his dignity and compromising. 

 

However, he didn't have the chance anymore.The only thing he could do was to return to the Middle 

World and leave his legacy behind, returning it to the living beings of the Middle World!After a long 

time, Wu Dao took a deep breath and calmed himself down. He asked again: "Didn't you think of 

rescuing the Lord of Hell?"The tomb keeper was expressionless, as if he hadn't heard anything. He didn't 

respond immediately.Wu Dao's heart skipped a beat as he suddenly thought of another matter!This 

matter had been lingering in his heart for a long time, but he still didn't have any clue. Only now did he 

have some clues. 

Chapter 3030 

"You tried to save him as well."Wu Dao's true body looked at the tomb keeper and said slowly, "Tens of 

thousands of years ago, there was a huge change in the Avici Hell. It shook violently and nearly 

collapsed, causing the Hell Suppressing Cauldron and Mask of Mara to fall into Tianhuang Mainland. “"At 

that time, you were near the Avici Hell. Therefore, I guessed that the change had something to do with 

you."When he heard that, the tomb keeper's brows twitched slightly.Wu Dao's true body continued, 

"Previously, I guessed that you were the Emperor Buried Heaven because I thought that you wanted to 

save Emperor Bo Xun who was trapped inside. That was the reason why the change in the Avici Hell 

shook.""However, from the looks of it now, the reason why the turmoil happened was because you 

wanted to save the Lord of Hell of the Avici Hell!"Since Emperor Bo Xun was one of the three corpses of 

the Emperor Buried Heaven, he should not be in any danger in the Avici Hell. Instead, he could make use 

of the Avici Hell to cultivate.Even in the battle back then, Wu Dao's true body suspected that Emperor 

Bo Xun's fall into the Avici Hell might have been intentional!If the change in the Avici Hell was truly 

caused by the tomb keeper, there was only a single possibility if it was not because of Bo Xun.It was 

because of the Lord of Hell who was trapped in the Avici Hell."That's right."The tomb keeper nodded 

calmly after being guessed by Wu Dao's true body.Thereafter, the tomb keeper lowered his gaze and 

glanced at the Hell Suppressing Cauldron that had fallen beside his feet. He moved his fingers gently and 

the Hell Suppressing Cauldron flew towards Wu Dao's true body.He did not use much strength and had 

the intention of returning it. Wu Dao's true body caught it casually.Immediately after, the tomb keeper 

said casually, "I crushed this cauldron back then. Right now, it's as good as new."True enough!Back 

when he heard the Heavenly Wolf mention this, Wu Dao's true body wondered if the Hell Suppressing 

Cauldron was shattered in the Avici Era or in the change tens of thousands of years ago.Today, it could 

be said that the tomb keeper had confirmed it.Even if the Emperor Avici was dead, the fact that he could 

crush this Emperor Divine Weapon with his bare hands was proof of the Fiend Lord's strength!The tomb 

keeper said, "Wu Ji is indeed powerful. Even if I crush the Subduing Hell Cauldron, I still won't be able to 

save the Lord of Hell." 

 

"Unless we have the power to break the Avici Great Hell, the two of them will always be trapped 



inside."Even the Demon Master couldn't do anything about it!He had once said that he and the others 

from the Heavenly Court were all above the Great Emperor Realm. However, due to the restrictions of 

the laws of heaven and earth, they could only unleash the battle prowess of the Great Emperor Realm in 

the Middle World.If even the Devil Master couldn't do anything, then no one in the Middle World would 

be able to save the Flame Heaven Emperor and the Lord of Hell!Empyrean Empyrean had sacrificed 

himself, using his own flesh and blood to create the Avici Hell, trapping two Empyrean Emperors. This 

move was truly powerful.Wu Dao's main body said, "You pushed me into hell because you wanted me to 

form a relationship with hell. This way, I will naturally stand with you against Heaven Court.""Not 

bad."The tomb keeper was extremely calm and could be considered upright. "I did indeed have such 

selfish motives when I pushed you into hell.""However, I also had another consideration.""Once the War 

of the Heavens starts again, the army of hell will be leaderless and no one will be able to restrict them 

from entering the Middle World. It will be a huge disaster for the living beings here.""If you become the 

new Lord of Hell, you can control this army of hell and restrict them. At least, you won't let the disaster 

of the Empyrean era happen again.""I believe that you won't refuse."The tomb keeper wasn't wrong.He 

gave Wu Dao's main body a reason that he couldn't refuse.If this army of hell wasn't restrained by 

anyone or fell into the hands of some evil person, who knew how great of a disaster it would cause in 

the three thousand worlds.Actually, even if the tomb keeper didn't choose to take the initiative to rope 

him in and add fuel to the fire, with Su Zimo's character, he would still choose to conquer the Nine 

Heavens in the end.Die Yue was the same.This was also the final choice of most of the Great 

Emperors!From the beginning to the end, Die Yue rarely spoke.At this moment, she seemed to have 

thought of something and suddenly asked, "Is the legendary Nine Heavens Xuan Nv Emperor related to 

the Nine Heavens?"Hearing this, the tomb keeper smiled and said, "You are very smart.""The Nine 

Heavens Xuan Nv was originally from the Nine Heavens." 

 

"Although she was in the Heavenly Court, she didn't agree with the actions of the Heavenly Court. 

Therefore, she came to the Middle World and proved her Dao as a Great Emperor. She joined forces 

with us and started the first War of the Heavens!"So that was it.The Nine Heavens Xuan Nv of the Great 

Emperors was originally from the Nine Heavens.In other words, for the Nine Heavens Xuan Nv, she 

originally had a better choice.She was in the Heavenly Court. As long as she stepped into the Great 

Emperor Realm, she could choose to ascend to the Upper World at any time. There was no need for this 

at all.However, she still chose another path. It was an extremely difficult path with a slim chance of 

survival!After several War of the Heavens, she didn't succeed once.Even in this life, when Wu Dao's 

main body was preparing to participate in the War of the Heavens, he didn't have any confidence.The 

foundation of the Heavenly Court was far more terrifying than he imagined!The Great Emperors of the 

Heavenly Court were also not comparable to the Great Emperors of the Middle World.At least those 

Great Emperors had endless lifespans and would never die.As for the Great Emperors of the Middle 

World, after they died, they would really die and their Dao would disappear. There was no chance for 

them to be reborn!However, Wu Dao's main body guessed that although the Demon Master and the 

Great Emperors of the Heavenly Court were known to be immortal, they were not without 

weaknesses.If they were really beaten to death, it would take a long time for them to be reborn and 

return to their peak.Otherwise, every War of the Heavens would not wait for an era to start.In this life, 

although the Heavenly Court only had eight Great Emperors, the Demon Master's side also had one less 

Lord of Hell.Moreover, in the Middle World, it was still unknown who could prove their Dao as a Great 

Emperor.This Great Emperor of the Middle World was extremely important to the War of the Heavens!If 



he stood on the Demon Master's side, there might be a chance for them to win the War of the 

Heavens.If he stood on the Heavenly Court's side, the Demon Master's side still had no chance of 

winning.Wu Dao's main body pondered and said, "In this life, the Heavenly Court has eight Great 

Emperors. How many do you have on your side? You have one, Brahma Ghost Mother who controls the 

Ghost Dao, Evil Emperor who controls the Beast Dao. Who else? “ 

 

"The Lord of the Underworld, the legendary Great Emperor of Feng Du? A total of four? ""Feng 

Du?"When the tomb keeper heard this name, his two white eyebrows twitched slightly. His expression 

changed slightly and quickly disappeared."Hmm?"The abnormality that flashed across the tomb keeper's 

face was quickly caught by Wu Dao's main body. He immediately asked, "The Lord of the Underworld is 

not a Great Emperor?"Whether it was the existence of the Underworld or the Lord of the Underworld, 

they were all very mysterious.Regarding the Lord of the Underworld, the Great Emperor of Feng Du, 

only the Yaksha King had mentioned it to him.However, with the Yaksha King's identity and strength, he 

probably did not know much about the Underworld and might not be accurate. 

 


